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   Ah, tomatoes!  If there’s a better feature of July, I don’t know what it is.  Vine-ripened 

tomatoes are wonderful to eat, but for many reasons it can actually make sense to pick tomatoes 

before they are fully ripe.  Ripe tomatoes are very soft, for example, and are easily damaged 

during picking.  Ripe tomatoes are also very attractive to pests ranging from slugs to mice to 

raccoons, and it’s common to find that all of your ripe tomatoes on the vine have one or more 

bites taken out of them. 

  To prevent these and other problems, you may choose to harvest your tomatoes when they are 

just beginning to get ripe.  If it’s a red variety, this is when they’ve turned orange.  Harvest a 

tomato by pulling gently on the tomato and twisting at the same time.  Gently remove the stem 

from the tomato if possible since it will poke holes in other tomatoes if you put it in a bag or box.  

If you are harvesting many tomatoes at once, be sure not to stack them more than two deep, and 

carry them home very carefully — even unripe tomatoes are easily bruised.  Avoid picking 

tomatoes that are completely green, since they might not ripen properly.   

   DO NOT put tomatoes (or eggplant, or any related crops) in the refrigerator!  Refrigeration 

changes tomato flavor for the worse and can actually make your tomatoes spoil.  Instead, leave 

them on a countertop, plate, or windowsill indoors, and eat or process them within a few days.  

Check your tomatoes often, since they can go from underripe to soft and rotting very quickly.  

You can buy inexpensive electric food dryers that allow you to convert thinly sliced tomatoes 

(and other foods) into a form that is tasty, compact, and stores for years without refrigeration.  

You can also freeze tomatoes whole in ziploc bags or make them into paste, sauce, salsa, and 

many other forms that can be eaten fresh or canned.     

  Leaving tomatoes aside, you should start to see fewer new weeds in your garden from now on 

(various environmental signals tell weeds that it’s not so good to start growing now).  Do keep 

pulling new weeds out, or at least cut the tops off so they don’t flower and set seeds.   

   It is now MUCH TOO LATE to plant additional long season crops like peppers, tomatoes, 

squash, and watermelons.  As your tomatoes and other warm-season crops start to die, remove 

the plants, add some compost and organic fertilizer to the beds, and plant fall crops like cabbage, 

broccoli, radishes, turnips, and salad greens.   

   If you have the space in your garden and access to lake weed, manure, vegetable scraps, or a 

lot of coffee grounds, you might wish to make a temporary compost pile.  Put down a layer of 

dried leaves 5 cm (2 in) thick, then a similar thickness of lake weed/manure/etc., stir the two 

layers together, and repeat until the pile is too high to add more layers.  If you put a layer of 

leaves on top and water the whole thing regularly, the pile will not smell and it should have 

composted at least partially by October or November, when you can spread it in the garden to 

give you healthy vegetables and flowers next year.    

   If you need more information about gardening, e-mail me at mittenth@gmail.com or visit the 

Eagle Heights Gardens web site at http://www.eagleheightsgardens.org/ to read previous 

“Garden Plot” columns and other garden-related information. 

   Happy gardening! 


